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Harlequin Medical Romance October 2015 - Box Set 2 of 2 Nov 10 2020 Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you three new titles at a great value, available now! Enjoy these
stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin® Medical Romance box set includes: FALLING FOR HER RELUCTANT SHEIKH by Amalie
Berlin Could gorgeous sheikh Khalil Al-Akkari hold the key to sleep therapist Adalyn’s locked-away heart? FATHER FOR HER NEWBORN BABY Cowboys, Doctors…Daddies by Lynne
Marshall Famed cardiologist Cole Montgomery falls head over heels for beautiful Lizzie…and her newborn daughter, too! SAFE IN THE SURGEON’S ARMS by Molly Evans Surgeon
Chase Montgomery is determined to show Emily that in his arms, she’ll always be safe… Look for six new captivating love stories every month from Harlequin® Medical
Romance!
Alpine Roses and Gentians: An Episode of Ludwig II, King of Bavaria - A Historical Novel - PDF Edition. English Translation: Alexandra Belort Sep 28 2019 This
copyright protected translation of a work, published in 1891 in German and printed in Fraktur (a particular font widely used in the nineteenth century Germanic
literature), is the first in the world at the time of its publication. This historical novel, a classic of the nineteenth-century romantic literature, exhibits, through
a fictional plot, different aspects of the enigmatic nature of King Ludwig II of Bavaria. It exposes, based on actual events, a woman writer’s point of view, a
contemporary poet of this monarch. Johanna BALTZ could therefore figure out the profound motives of this genuine Art Patron that king Ludwig II was. Indeed, reading
these fictitious letters that the king could have actually written, one gets a more accurate picture of the psychological portrait of this exceptional man that many
historians have tried to portray without success.
Hybrid Nov 22 2021 Adam was living a normal life with his foster dad until the time around puberty when he noticed the changes in his body. His DNA was altered, which
gave him special abilities that set him apart from other normal teenagers. He kept his abilities from his foster dad and lived in secret without knowing that his foster
dad was also living with a secret of his own. One day, his foster dad’s secret resurfaced and changed the course of their lives forever.
The Bad Book Affair Apr 03 2020 Israel Armstrong—the hapless duffle coat wearing, navel-gazing librarian who solves crimes and domestic problems whilst driving a
mobile library around the north coast of Ireland—finds himself on the brink of thirty. But any celebration, planned or otherwise, must be put on hold when a troubled
teenager—the daughter of a local politician—mysteriously vanishes. Israel suspects the girl's disappearance has something to do with his lending her American Pastoral
from the library's special "Unshelved" category. Now he has to find the lost teen before he's run out of town—while he attempts to recover from his recent breakup with
his girlfriend, Gloria, and tries to figure out where in Tumdrum a Jewish vegetarian might celebrate his thirtieth birthday.
It's Called a Breakup Because It's Broken May 05 2020 There’s no doubt about it—breakups suck. But in the first few hours or weeks that follow, there’s one important
truth you need to recognize: Some things can’t and shouldn’t be fixed, especially that loser who dumped you or forced you to dump him. It’s called a breakup because
it’s broken, and starting right here, right now, it’s time to dry your tears, put down that pint of ice cream, log out of his email, and open this book to chapter
one—and start turning your breakup into a breakover. From Greg Behrendt, coauthor of the smash, two-million-copy bestseller He’s Just Not That Into You, comes It’s
Called a Breakup Because It’s Broken—the ultimate survival guide to getting over Mr. Wrong and reclaiming your inner Superfox. From how to put yourself through “He-tox”
to how to throw yourself a kick-ass pity party, Greg and his coauthor and wife, Amiira, share their hilarious and helpful roadmap for getting past the heartache and
back into the game. You will learn: Why you shouldn’t call him—and what he’s thinking when you do How to keep your friends and not lose your job How to avoid breakup
pitfalls: IM-ing, stalking, having sex with your ex Reframing reality—seeing the relationship for what it was How to transform yourself into a hot, happening Superfox
and get a jump on the better, brighter future that awaits Complete with an essential workbook to help you put the crazy down on paper and not take it out into the
world, It’s Called a Breakup Because It’s Broken is a must-have manual for finding your way back to an even more rocking you.
Paper Towns Feb 11 2021 Quentin Jacobson has spent a lifetime loving Margo Roth Spiegelman from afar. So when she cracks open a window and climbs into his life dressed like a ninja and summoning him for an ingenious campaign of revenge - he follows. After their all-nighter ends, Q arrives at school to discover that Margo has
disappeared.
Frederick Douglass Mar 27 2022 **Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in History** “Extraordinary…a great American biography” (The New Yorker) of the most important AfricanAmerican of the nineteenth century: Frederick Douglass, the escaped slave who became the greatest orator of his day and one of the leading abolitionists and writers of
the era. As a young man Frederick Douglass (1818–1895) escaped from slavery in Baltimore, Maryland. He was fortunate to have been taught to read by his slave owner
mistress, and he would go on to become one of the major literary figures of his time. His very existence gave the lie to slave owners: with dignity and great
intelligence he bore witness to the brutality of slavery. Initially mentored by William Lloyd Garrison, Douglass spoke widely, using his own story to condemn slavery.
By the Civil War, Douglass had become the most famed and widely travelled orator in the nation. In his unique and eloquent voice, written and spoken, Douglass was a
fierce critic of the United States as well as a radical patriot. After the war he sometimes argued politically with younger African Americans, but he never forsook
either the Republican party or the cause of black civil and political rights. In this “cinematic and deeply engaging” (The New York Times Book Review) biography, David
Blight has drawn on new information held in a private collection that few other historian have consulted, as well as recently discovered issues of Douglass’s
newspapers. “Absorbing and even moving…a brilliant book that speaks to our own time as well as Douglass’s” (The Wall Street Journal), Blight’s biography tells the
fascinating story of Douglass’s two marriages and his complex extended family. “David Blight has written the definitive biography of Frederick Douglass…a powerful
portrait of one of the most important American voices of the nineteenth century” (The Boston Globe). In addition to the Pulitzer Prize, Frederick Douglass won the
Bancroft, Parkman, Los Angeles Times (biography), Lincoln, Plutarch, and Christopher awards and was named one of the Best Books of 2018 by The New York Times Book
Review, The Wall Street Journal, The Boston Globe, The Chicago Tribune, The San Francisco Chronicle, and Time.
Earthbound Angels Trilogy Oct 22 2021 Oracle of Philadelphia: Carrie works at a diner in South Philadelphia, dispensing advice to humans and angels wise enough to seek
her counsel. But there are some problems that even the best advice can’t solve. Her latest supplicant, Sebastian, sold his soul to a demon in exchange for his sister’s
life, but his heart remains pure. In order to renegotiate his contract, Carrie must travel into the depths of hell and parley with the demons that control its pathways.
Raising Chaos: When Bedlam learns that the archdemon Azrael has escaped from the Abyss in order to wreak vengeance against the person who sent her there—Bedlam’s best
friend, Khet—he can’t sit idly by. Only one relic possesses the power to kill Khet, who suffers immortality at Lucifer’s request: the mythical Spear of Destiny, and
Azrael claims to know its location. Archangel Errant: When Heaven is suddenly attacked, all the angels become trapped in their own nightmares. With Michael gone on an
angelic mission, Gabriel must rally the remaining seraphim to rouse the sleeping angels and discover who seeks to take the agents of Heaven out of the celestial battle.
Eminent Persians Nov 03 2022 As the 25th anniversary of the Islamic Revolution approached, Abbas Milani realized that very little, if any, attention had been given to
the entire prerevolutionary generation. Political upheavals and a tradition of neglecting the history of past regimes have resulted in a cultural memory loss, erasing
the contributions of a generation of individuals. Eminent Persians seeks to rectify that loss. Milani’s groundbreaking portrait of modern Iran reveals the country’s
rich history through the lives of the men and women who forged it. Consisting of 150 profiles of the most important innovators in Iran between World War II and the
Islamic Revolution, the book includes politicians, entrepreneurs, poets, artists, and thinkers who brought Iran into the modern era with brilliant success and sometimes
terrible consequences. The biographies and essays weave a richly textured tapestry of lives, ideas, and events that reveals the true story of these decades in the life
of a nation. The two volumes are divided into sections on politics, economics, and culture, each accompanied by an introductory essay that places the individual stories
in their broader historical context. Drawn from interviews, extensive archival material, and private correspondence, Eminent Persians is a treasure trove of original
documents, many appearing in print for the first time. Detailed sketches of personalities and personal foibles offer a compelling and highly readable account of this
remarkable period of history on a human scale.
Love and Shamrocks Jul 19 2021 A romantic comedy featuring an ex-thief heroine, a cop on a mission, and a dash of suspense. Clio Havelin needs a lucky break. Desperate
to protect her child, Clio accepts her estranged mother’s offer of a refuge in Ballybeg. What can go wrong in a place with more cows than people? Her hope for a fresh
start is smashed to smithereens when she’s blackmailed into facilitating the heist of the decade. So the last thing Clio needs is a sexy cop underfoot, especially when
she’s one crime away from freedom. Too bad she’s already slept with him. Seán Mackey wants his life back. The former police detective is now stuck apprehending errant
sheep in Ballybeg — population 3968, pubs 35. After months of frustration, he’s finally on the scent of a real case. When he’s sidelined into playing bodyguard for his
nemesis, talk show hostess Helen Havelin, he’s pissed. And when his gorgeous one-night stand turns out to be Helen’s daughter, Clio, pissed turns to horrified. ROMANCE
TROPES: policeman hero, alpha hero, suspense, enemies to lovers
Faux Queen Jul 27 2019 Faux Queen: A Life in Drag is the memoir of a ballet-obsessed girl who moves to San Francisco from the suburbs and finds her people at the drag
club. It joyously chronicles Monique Jenkinson’s creation of her drag persona Fauxnique, the people and cultural practices that crash her identity into being, her
journey through one of the most experimental moments in queer cultural history, and her rise through the nightlife underground to become the first cisgender woman
crowned as a major pageant-winning drag queen. Jenkinson finds authenticity through the glee of drag artifice and articulation through the immediacy of performing
bodies. She pens a valentine to gay men and their culture while relaying the making of an open-minded feminist and queer ally. Faux Queen finds deep healing in
irreverence and posits that it might be possible for us to come together in fabulous difference on the dance floor.
House of Secrets Jan 01 2020 It is spring in Spirit Lake and Erica Parkhurst, part owner of the very haunted Spirit Lake Bed & Breakfast, is looking forward to her
June wedding to Park Ranger Joe Lakota. Ericaês best friend and co-owner of the inn, Paula Bascilla, is getting ready to move back to the inn with her fianc_, Cal
Motega, as they await the birth of their first child. A former guest, Raymond Livingston, is also on hand to oversee the restoration of the rose garden, which was
destroyed by fire last fall. The antique show at the community center has brought hundreds of bargain hunters to town so the inn is booked solid. For the first time in
a while, Erica has a real sense of well being. Then tragedy strikes Cal and Paula, skeletons are unearthed in the garden, a rapist stalks the townês women, a guest is
murdered and Joe disappears. As Ericaês life spins out of control, she finds herself once again surrounded by secrets, lies and deception. All she wants its the truth,
but will it be too much for her to handle?
The Best American Science Fiction and Fantasy 2015 Jun 05 2020 A collection of the best American science fiction and fantasy stories published during 2014.
Past Redemption Jan 25 2022 There's a lethal new recreational drug out on the party circuit. To stop its spread, Team Darkwing must immerse themselves in New York
City's nightlife, where they discover ties between the drug's revenue and the country's most powerful dynasty. To infiltrate the family, Daphne flirts with its weakest
link, a party boy whom she'd love to sink her teeth into. But even as their dalliance leads her deeper into the case, Daphne can't stop thinking about Darius, the
darkly sexy human she claimed with a passionate bite. He's the bad boy she knows she must forget-if she doesn't, she'll be risking not only the mission but her own

heart.
Getting to Good Riddance Sep 01 2022 Get over heartbreak and move on, motherf*cker! Psychologist Jodie Eckleberry-Hunt brings humor and tough love to proven sciencebased techniques in this empowering, irreverent guide to heartbreak recovery.
Get Started in Stand-Up Comedy Nov 30 2019 LEARN HOW TO WRITE AND PERFORM STAND UP COMEDY. A new edition of Be A Great Stand-Up, now fully revised and updated with new
material on setting up and running a comedy night and mining almost any subject for jokes. Logan Murray has successfully taught the techniques of stand-up comedy to
thousands, and in this book he distills his years of experience into the essential skills for a great and enjoyable performance. He will help you find your creative
streak and your funny side, build the confidence to deliver, and explain the finer details of stagecraft, from dealing with hecklers to coping with props. There is a
full guide to the practicalities, from finding gigs to securing an agent, with plenty of valuable hints, tips and advice. Drawing on Logan's years of teaching and his
own successful stand-up career, with top tips from some of the most well-known people in the business, it is guaranteed to bring a smile to both your face and that of
your future audience. As well as full updates throughout the book, this new edition contains fresh material on how to set up and run a comedy night, mine any subject
for jokes and advice on festivals. ABOUT THE SERIES The Teach Yourself Creative Writing series helps aspiring authors tell their story. Covering a range of genres from
science fiction and romantic novels, to illustrated children's books and comedy, this series is packed with advice, exercises and tips for unlocking creativity and
improving your writing. And because we know how daunting the blank page can be, we set up the Just Write online community at tyjustwrite, for budding authors and
successful writers to connect and share.
Alaska Native Language Center Research Papers Sep 20 2021
Getting Away with Murder Mar 03 2020 An explosive investigation into the death of an American hero and the case of the "American Taliban."
The Boyfriend Quartet Aug 20 2021 From E. Lockhart, the author of the highly acclaimed, New York Times bestseller We Were Liars, which John Green called "utterly
unforgettable," comes the uproarious and heartwarming Ruby Oliver novels—The Boyfriend List, The Boy Book, The Treasure Map of Boys, and Real Live Boyfriends—available
for the first time together in an ebook omnibus edition. Follow Ruby Oliver through four hilarious installments about her high school life. There are boy troubles,
friend troubles, panic attacks, and lists. There are mysterious notes, fruit roll-ups, upper-regioning, and more lists. There are mean-spirited rumors, smelly feet,
frogs, and brownies. There are Cheetos, a piglet head, Paris, and baguette air guitar. Ruby Oliver manages it all with an enormous dose of humor and understated grace.
She survives to tell the tale that will make readers cringe, weep, and laugh out loud!
The Last Girl Jul 07 2020 After being laid off from his job as a newspaper reporter in a coastal Florida town, Dexter Vega meets a wealthy retiree who hires him to
find his daughter who is supposed to be attending the local college. When Vega visits his client to inform him that his daughter is in Mexico, he discovers the man has
been murdered. And Vega’s prints are all over the murder weapon.As the police build a case against him, Vega flies to Mexico City to locate his client’s daughter,
hoping she will help him find the murderer and thus clear his name. But when he finds the woman, she tells him a very different story—nothing is as it seems. Beaten by
thugs and ordered to leave Mexico, Vega returns home to find himself immersed in a web of blackmail, greed, and revenge. Still pursued by the cops, but now a target of
evil predators.
Power-Up Aug 08 2020 "Did you know that every time you pick up the controller to your PlayStation or Xbox, you are entering a game world steeped in mathematics? PowerUp reveals the hidden mathematics in many of today's most popular video games and explains why mathematical learning doesn't just happen in the classroom or from
books--you're doing it without even realizing it when you play games on your cell phone. In this lively and entertaining book, Matthew Lane discusses how gamers are
engaging with the traveling salesman problem when they play Assassin's Creed, why it is mathematically impossible for Mario to jump through the Mushroom Kingdom in
Super Mario Bros., and how The Sims teaches us the mathematical costs of maintaining relationships. He looks at mathematical pursuit problems in classic games like
Missile Command and Ms. Pac-Man, and how each time you play Tetris, you're grappling with one of the most famous unsolved problems in all of mathematics and computer
science. Along the way, Lane discusses why Family Feud and Pictionary make for ho-hum video games, how realism in video games (or the lack of it) influences learning,
what video games can teach us about the mathematics of voting, the mathematics of designing video games, and much more. Power-Up shows how the world of video games is
an unexpectedly rich medium for learning about the beautiful mathematical ideas that touch all aspects of our lives--including our virtual ones."--Dust jacket.
Holiday Biblical Characters Jul 31 2022 As we read the stories of the birth, death, and resurrection of Jesus it’s easy to believe we are removed from the stories and
observe the events from afar. In Holiday Biblical Characters: Finding My Stories in the Stories of Christmas and Easter David Waddell, author of Characters of the
Bible: Finding My Stories in Their Stories, once again correlates stories from his life and finds similarity with the characters in the stories of the Bible. He finds
himself offering gifts to the Christ child and later denying that he even knows Him. In Holiday Biblical Characters: Finding My Stories in the Stories of Christmas and
Easter, we can find comfort in knowing that while we are just like Biblical people, we too can know the grace God offers to all.
The Art of Everyday Ecstasy Oct 10 2020 "Ecstasy is about waking up and finding that you are in love with life." Most people think of ecstasy in terms of sexual
ecstasy, which Tantric sex expert Margot Anand wrote about in her bestselling The Art of Sexual Ecstasy. Now, in The Art of Everyday Ecstasy, Anand expands our
definition of ecstasy and shows how we can harness its energy to help us live, work, and love more passionately, joyfully, and with true spiritual focus. Our modern,
work-obsessed, stress-filled culture—what Anand calls the "anti-ecstatic conspiracy"—has dulled our spirits, thrown us off balance, and alienated us from meaningful
everyday experiences. In this inspirational journey toward finding the healing nature of ecstasy, Anand explains how the two types of ecstatic experiences—the moments
of epiphany called Ecstatic Awakenings, and Everyday Ecstasy, or the Ecstasy of Flow, a connection to our power and inner wisdom—can help us move beyond pain and doubt
to reach our highest potential. Based on the spiritual path of Tantra, Anand shows how to use the natural energy system of our bodies--the seven chakras—as a map to
ecstasy. As she guides us through the chakras, she explains how each one plays an important role in transforming energy into erotic passion, healing, empowerment,
compassion, creativity, insight, and gratitude. Blocked chakras manifest themselves in surprising ways; wholeness can be achieved only when all of the chakras are open
with energy flowing freely. By transforming negative behavioral patterns into positive ones and strengthening ourselves physically, emotionally, and spiritually, we can
improve our health, sex life, career, relationships, and find profound meaning in everyday moments. With personal anecdotes, exercises, meditations, and rituals, The
Art of Everyday Ecstasy shows us how to bring ecstatic energy into the body, mind, heart, and spirit—"to embrace every moment in our totality, to respond bodily, feel
from the heart, perceive with clarity, and be fully present to others and to life."
The Break-Up Book Club Jun 25 2019 Named one of 2021’s Best Beach Reads by Bustle ∙ Country Living ∙ Cosmopolitan ∙ Augusta Chronicle ∙ E! Online ∙ PureWow ∙ SheReads
∙ and more! Breakups, like book clubs, come in many shapes and sizes and can take us on unexpected journeys as four women discover in this funny and heartwarming
exploration of friendship from the USA Today bestselling author of Ten Beach Road and My Ex-Best Friend’s Wedding. On paper, Jazmine, Judith, Erin and Sara have little
in common – they’re very different people leading very different lives. And yet at book club meetings in an historic carriage house turned bookstore, they bond over a
shared love of reading (and more than a little wine) as well as the growing realization that their lives are not turning out like they expected. Former tennis star
Jazmine is a top sports agent balancing a career and single motherhood. Judith is an empty nester questioning her marriage and the supporting role she chose. Erin’s
high school sweetheart and fiancé develops a bad case of cold feet, and Sara’s husband takes a job out of town saddling Sara with a difficult mother-in-law who believes
her son could have done better – not exactly the roommate most women dream of. With the help of books, laughter, and the joy of ever evolving friendships, Jazmine,
Judith, Erin and Sara find the courage to navigate new and surprising chapters of their lives as they seek their own versions of happily-ever-after.
Booking the Crook Apr 27 2022 It's all paws on deck as a librarian and her rescue cat track down a killer in the newest book in the national bestselling Bookmobile Cat
mystery series. Minnie Hamilton and her rescue cat, Eddie, cruise around lovely Chilson, Michigan delivering happiness and good reads in their bookmobile. But the
feisty librarian is worried that the bookmobile's future could be uncertain when a new library board chair arrives and doesn't seem too friendly to her pet project.
Still, she has to put her personal worries aside when she and Eddie are out on their regular route and one of their favorite customers doesn't turn up to collect her
books. Minnie, at Eddie's prodding, checks on the woman and finds her lying dead in her snow-covered driveway. Now it's up to Minnie and her friends--feline and
otherwise--to find the perpetrator and give them their due.
The Breakup Doctor Feb 23 2022 Sometimes you can't pull yourself together until you let yourself fall apart. When Brook Ogden's therapy practice collapses she
reinvents herself as the Breakup Doctor: on call to help you shape up after a breakup. But when her boyfriend dumps her, by-the-book Brook helplessly engages in some
spectacularly bad breakup behavior of her own.
Life Is in the Transitions Jun 29 2022 A New York Times bestseller! A pioneering and timely study of how to navigate life's biggest transitions with meaning, purpose,
and skill Bruce Feiler, author of the New York Times bestsellers The Secrets of Happy Families and Council of Dads, has long explored the stories that give our lives
meaning. Galvanized by a personal crisis, he spent the last few years crisscrossing the country, collecting hundreds of life stories in all fifty states from Americans
who’d been through major life changes—from losing jobs to losing loved ones; from changing careers to changing relationships; from getting sober to getting healthy to
simply looking for a fresh start. He then spent a year coding these stories, identifying patterns and takeaways that can help all of us survive and thrive in times of
change. What Feiler discovered was a world in which transitions are becoming more plentiful and mastering the skills to manage them is more urgent for all of us. The
idea that we’ll have one job, one relationship, one source of happiness is hopelessly outdated. We all feel unnerved by this upheaval. We’re concerned that our lives
are not what we expected, that we’ve veered off course, living life out of order. But we’re not alone. Life Is in the Transitions introduces the fresh, illuminating
vision of the nonlinear life, in which each of us faces dozens of disruptors. One in ten of those becomes what Feiler calls a lifequake, a massive change that leads to
a life transition. The average length of these transitions is five years. The upshot: We all spend half our lives in this unsettled state. You or someone you know is
going through one now. The most exciting thing Feiler identified is a powerful new tool kit for navigating these pivotal times. Drawing on his extraordinary trove of
insights, he lays out specific strategies each of us can use to reimagine and rebuild our lives, often stronger than before. From a master storyteller with an essential
message, Life Is in the Transitions can move readers of any age to think deeply about times of change and how to transform them into periods of creativity and growth.
Blue Magic Oct 29 2019 Follows the experiences of Astrid Lethewood, who after discovering an underground river of blue liquid magic watches it corrupt everything and
everyone she knows before her best friend becomes the leader of a cult that seeks to rule the world.
Toxic Rage Dec 12 2020 An eye-opening account of the shocking murder that has been featured on 48 Hours, Forensic Files, and Investigation Discovery’s Killing Time.
Brian Stidham fell in love with Tucson, Arizona, the minute he came to town. A young and talented eye surgeon, he accepted a job with an established eye surgeon to take
over his pediatric patients. “It’s a beautiful place,” Stidham told a friend. “I can live right there by the mountains and go hiking. It’s a great deal for me there.
The partner I’ll be working with is ultracool. He’s giving me the keys to the kingdom.” Brad Schwartz, the doctor who hired Brian, was ambitious and possessed surgical
skills few others had. But he was a troubled man. Within a year of Stidham’s arrival in Tucson, the medical relationship would be severed by Schwartz’s personal
troubles. Stidham broke away to start his own practice. Rumors abounded within the medical community that Schwartz was incensed and considered the departure a betrayal.
His rage grew, even driving a wedge between him and his fiancée, Lourdes Lopez, a former prosecutor. Three years after Stidham moved to Tucson, his life ended in an
empty, darkened parking lot. But who would murder such a nice man in such a violent manner? Lourdes, who had witnessed Schwartz’s toxic rage toward his former partner,
feared she knew. But would her suspicions be enough to catch the killer? Find out in Toxic Rage.
The Poison-pen Letter Writing Set Jan 31 2020 Don't sit around brooding after a bad breakup or a fight with a friend. You'll feel so much better if you get it all off
your chest. What better way to give someone a poke in the eye than with a personally tailored poison-pen letter? This set contains everything you need to compose some
really evil ones-just don't let it go to your head. Remember, this kind of poison is best dispensed in non-fatal, preferably anonymous doses. Get ready for some serious
scribbling below the belt! * Kit includes: 32-page two-color booklet, 20 sheets of writing paper, 20 envelopes, 20 skull-and-cross-bones stickers, one poison-pen
Boyfriends with Girlfriends Sep 08 2020 Sergio is bisexual, but his only real relationship was with a girl. Lance has always known he was gay, but he’s never had a
real boyfriend. When the two of them meet, they have an instant connection—but will it be enough to overcome their differences? Allie’s been in a relationship with a
guy for the last two years—but when she meets Kimiko, she can’t get her out of her mind. Does this mean she’s gay? Or bi? Kimiko, falling hard for Allie, is willing to
stick around and help Allie figure it out. Boyfriends with Girlfriends is Alex Sanchez at his best, writing with a sensitive hand to portray four very real teens
striving to find their places in the world—and with each other.
Safe in the Surgeon's Arms Jan 13 2021 Healed by his touch… Nurse Emily Hoover has returned to Williamsburg a new woman! She's no longer the shy and retiring girl next
door, but strong, independent and ready for anything… Her only weakness? Handsome Dr. Chase Montgomery! While the sparks flying between them are as powerful as before,
the attack in Emily's past still threatens to come between them. Chase is determined to show Emily that in his arms she'll always be safe. But is she ready to open her
heart once more and fall in love all over again?
Getting Past Your Breakup Oct 02 2022 Self Help.

Spin Sisters Aug 27 2019 Myrna Blyth, former editor-in-chief of Ladies' Home Journal, was part of the Spin Sisters media elite for over twenty years. In Spin Sisters,
she tells the truth about the business she knows so well---its power and influence, its manipulations, and frequently misguided politics. Spin Sisters is an eye-opener
that will change the way you think about a major influence on your life---and about yourself.
The Things That Need Doing May 29 2022 “You keep fighting, okay?” I whispered. “We’re in this together. You and me. You’re not alone. You hear me? You are not alone.”
5:38 p.m. It was the precise moment Sean Manning was born and the time each year that his mother wished him happy birthday. But just before he turned twenty-seven,
their tradition collapsed. A heart attack landed his mom in the hospital and uprooted Manning from his life in New York. What followed was a testament to a family’s
indestructible bond—a life-changing odyssey that broke a boy and made a man—captured here in Manning’s indelible memoir.
Losing God May 17 2021 Recounting his own history, Matt Rogers explores the question of how, in a world of suffering, we can call God good. This challenging question
can manifest itself as a conspiracy of doubt and depression, so that our emotions and our intellect come under attack. Will God deliver us through this distressing
journey?
Death on Lake Michigan Dec 24 2021 Death on Lake Michigan is a mystery set in a glamorous town on the shore of Lake Michigan in the summer of ’73. Mike O’Brien, once
the crusading editor of the Michigan State News, now the assistant editor of the Gull Haven Observer, becomes obsessed with solving the murder of Rich Mallon, one of
the most notorious and well-known summer citizens of Gull Haven—and finds love in the process. Here’s the story: A body washes ashore late one night during the biggest
party night of the year in Gull Haven, Michigan. Murders are almost unheard of in this rich and trendy town, so the story is really big news—especially when it turns
out that it belongs to Rich Mallon, one of the most notorious and well-known summer citizens of Gull Haven, a man who most of the locals believe was in the drug dealing
business. Mike O’Brien is as fascinated about the murder as anyone and is glad to finally have a story with some meat to it to investigate. His investigation ends up
becoming almost an obsession, especially as more and more leads surface about it and it becomes known that Rich Mallon was really Richard Nearing, the prodigal son of
Edward Nearing, scion of a wealthy and prominent family from Chicago. As he follows up the leads in the story, he encounters an oddball and unlikely group of suspects
that only deepens the mystery rather than leading closer to a solution. Who will the murderer turn out to be? Grant Fields, who rumor has it was his partner in crime
but whom he had a terrible argument with on the night Rich was killed? Could it be Becky Westworth, the beautiful and sexy but notorious woman who was Rich’s girlfriend
until they had a bitter breakup just a couple of weeks before the murder? Or could it be Jack Engler, a fairly respectable young business owner in Gull Haven who has
never committed a crime in his life but has hated Rich since he stole his girlfriend away from him a few months before the murder and who has been heard to say he’d
like to kill Rich. Another suspect is Langdon Smith, owner of the largest fruit operation in the area, whose son died of an overdose of drugs that he always believed he
got from Rich. It could even be Virginia Nearing, Rich’s elegant young stepmother whom he hated so much he hadn’t visited his father in many years but who may need to
get Rich out of the way if she is going to stand any chance of inheriting her husband’s millions. With the help of the irascible Lt. George Dirkman of the Lake County
sheriff’s department, Mike unravels the mystery and even finds love along the way. Check out Death on Lake Michigan today for one of the most interesting mysteries and
one of the most interesting group of characters you will have encountered in a long time!
DontDateHimGirl.com Presents - So the Bastard Broke Your Heart, Now What? Apr 15 2021 He may not have been that into you, but the bastard who just broke your heart
will be a distant memory after reading Don't Date Him Girl Presents: So the Bastard Broke Your Heart, Now What?, a 10-step guide to help you get your brokenhearted butt
in gear, break your addiction to bad boyfriends and find lasting love. Written by DontDateHimGirl.com founder and newspaper columnist Tasha Cunningham, this book
reveals the must-have secret weapon that belongs in every single girl's dating arsenal. Inspired by the stories of the thousands of women who have shared their dating
stories on DontDateHimGirl.com, So the Bastard Broke Your Heart, Now What? will put you and your broken heart on the path to recovery armed with the tools you'll need
to get over your bad breakup. After reading this book, you'll emerge stronger, smarter and sexier, well on your way to finding the guy who will be VERY into you!
Remembrance of a Shadow Mar 15 2021 Orphaned at birth, Christamos is bestowed a dark gift and a curse. Half-man half-vampire he was raised to live in both worlds of
the mortal and immortal. A life burdened with the death of his first love; he goes on facing the world that is controlled out of fear of the Inquisition led by
Malevolence. Christamos is then tricked by the wicked priest to return to his homeland where he learns of the truth behind behind the humble holyman and his own familys
past... It is a story full of action, love, and betrayal as Christamos chooses his own fate and place in the two different worlds.
It Ended Badly Jun 17 2021 A history of heartbreak-replete with beheadings, uprisings, creepy sex dolls, and celebrity gossip-and its disastrously bad consequences
throughout time Spanning eras and cultures from ancient Rome to medieval England to 1950s Hollywood, Jennifer Wright's It Ended Badly guides you through the worst of
the worst in historically bad breakups. In the throes of heartbreak, Emperor Nero had just about everyone he ever loved-from his old tutor to most of his friends-put to
death. Oscar Wilde's lover, whom he went to jail for, abandoned him when faced with being cut off financially from his wealthy family and wrote several self-serving
books denying the entire affair. And poor volatile Caroline Lamb sent Lord Byron one hell of a torch letter and enclosed a bloody lock of her own pubic hair. Your
obsessive social media stalking of your ex isn't looking so bad now, is it? With a wry wit and considerable empathy, Wright digs deep into the archives to bring these
thirteen terrible breakups to life. She educates, entertains, and really puts your own bad breakup conduct into perspective. It Ended Badly is for anyone who's ever
loved and lost and maybe sent one too many ill-considered late-night emails to their ex, reminding us that no matter how badly we've behaved, no one is as bad as Henry
VIII.
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